
Kickboard SEON Electric 800W CITY – A quick guide 

 

With the first test of an electric mountain bike in Levi in 2018, the concept began to increase, and 

only five minutes after driving, the choice to buy one's own mountain bike was made. Henrik found 

it quite difficult to compare electric motorcycles as he started hunting for the appropriate electric 

motorcycle. Component comparison in a number of producers requires distinct hobbies and 

professionalism. Even after 11 years of hiking, this was not a trivial achievement, so it wasn't very 

difficult for beginners. We have the idea to develop a web business specialized in electric cars. In 

the course of the Corona era, Väinök was now also interested in testing electric bicycles. In ball 

games, Väinö used to be more comfortable, but Korona forced him into cool air as well. In 

extraordinary circumstances, if you visit a shop, you have the possibility to search online 

at www.evxstore.com/de/ . The same problem Väinö had as Henrik before. 

You can now locate the right outing game for short and slightly longer journeys in town. The 

SEON electric 800W CITY kickboard transfers agilely from one point to another b. With the 

electronic kickboard below, the bottleneck queuing in the car is over. There are always more and 

more electric kickboards outdoors, for a reason. They are a convenient way to go to school, job 

and company. They are non-emission-free and hence do not affect nature. Ears are also preserved 

as there are less noise thanks to the electric motor in the electronic kickboard. 

http://www.evxstore.com/de/


Elegant street-view gadget 

The SEON 800W CITY electric kickboard is well-kept and will suit all styles. It was usually a 

pure black color. The kickboard's bench is connected with a fast release, so it can be removed 

easily if you want to drive while you are standing. It quickly accelerates to 25 km per hour, making 

it a good vehicle even in congested towns for tiny lanes. The outgoing game does not need to be 

locked or registered because of the maximum speed, nor does it need a driving license. Because of 

the larger battery, a single charge may take the single-way game up to 35 kilometers. 

Electric kickboards are an excellent solution for SEON 

Many internet shops now offer highly popular electric kickboards. Dozens of producers already 

exist, so how can you pick the correct one from the wide range? The SEON brand differs in that it 

strives to provide consumers with the cheapest electric kickboard choice. Our free shipping and 

their inexpensive cost. In addition to the low price, however, all the necessary characteristics for a 

comfortable ride include the SEON electric kickboards. You will find the correct electric 

kickboard for you and compare the SEON goods with those on our site. 

 

Contact us on: 

https://evxstore.com/de/ 

Adress: Aleksanterinkatu 26 A, FI-15140 Lahti, Finland 

Call us: 0800102121 

Email us: info@evxstore.com 

 

Social Network: 

https://www.facebook.com/evxstorecom/ 

https://www.instagram.com/evxstore/ 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFFSh0L26UU7QsPUPYjONJA 
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